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Hot off the presses at Mississauga's Cawthra Park Secondary School today is a special eight-page 
newspaper-like handout consisting of an original new short story from internationally recognized Irish 
author Colm Tóibín.

Written specifically for use by the school's 1,334 students, the narrative as it appears shows each 
individual student's handwritten copy of a single word from the 1,334-word Tóibín text.

Titled "1334 Words for 1334 Students," the short story about a young man who finds work as a 
barber in Spain is the result of a schoolwide project initiated by Toronto artist Micah Lexier, whose 
past work has involved systems, text and the production of multiples.

"I was invited to do a workshop in early February by Don Ball, one of the teachers in the school's art 
department," says Lexier. "He often brings in artists and told me I could do whatever I wanted. But I 
wanted to do a project about the school itself. One thing a school has is a fixed number of students."

To Ball, a 10-year veteran of Cawthra Park, the idea of assigning a word to each student has special 
resonance.

"We're always asking for 1,200-word essays from the students," he points out.

The first mass-writing exercise took place April 23. "After it was finished," says Ball, "I could stop 
students in the hall and ask them what their word was. They'd understand."

Take Christian, a 16-year-old drama student given the word "him" to copy.

Like many of the students, Christian had never heard of Tóibín prior to the project. Nor had he read 
the finished story. Still, he felt some pressure writing that single word. He knew it would be part of a 
one-of-a-kind artwork distributed to art centres in and around Toronto as well as internationally over 
the course of the next few months.

"The word came in the middle of a sentence," says Christian. "And actually I kind of messed it up. But 
it's still legible."

Lexier connected to Tóibín through the help of Geoffrey Taylor, director of Harbourfront's annual 
International Festival of Authors, where Tóibín was recently named as the first guest curator in the 
festival's 34-year history. The author will help organize the festival's "special focus" on Irish writing 
over IFOA's 11-day festival period starting Oct.22.

Lexier, who'd created the 2003 IFOA poster featuring "book sculptures," was so pumped up by having 
Tóibín involved that he was willing to delay the project if the story didn't arrive on time. However, 
Tóibín produced "1334 Words for 1334 Students" relatively quickly.

"For a few years I have wanted to write about the Pakistani community in Barcelona," Tóibín tells me 
in an email. "I spend hours wandering in the streets where they live. Out of all this will come, I hope, 
one long story called The Calendar, but so far only two sections are written. This is because I was 
asked for two pieces, one by Micah, and thus forced to sit down and do the work.

"I was alert to the fact that the Cawthra project was a project where the word becomes an image and 
I was, in the section I wrote, using that idea in the way my protagonist thinks and in the images."

After it arrived, "the kids were assigned to it," says Lexier. "They broke the story down into 21 
sections. Two students would go to each class to introduce the project, then the first person in the 



class would write the first word and on it would go. Each student was very conscious of the way the 
person before had written their word."

In 1975, shortly after graduating from University College in Dublin, Tóibín moved to Barcelona, the 
setting for some of his fiction (The South) and non-fiction (Homage to Barcelona). In "1334 Words for 
1334 Students," Malik, the young protagonist living in Spain, discovers he's better at dreaming than 
cutting hair, and arrives at the idea of producing a calendar reproducing photos of the 12 best haircuts 
done in the barbershop.

In following Tóibín's thinking with every word they write, the Cawthra Park students in effect duplicate 
Malik's highly detailed planning as he imagines that:

"he (the student's H is written with a florid upswing)

would (these letters are almost printed)

put (big punchy letters)

the (neat and tiny)

numbers (scrawled letters leaning to the right)

in (the I way bigger than the N)

squares." (distinct handwriting).

"I wanted the students to make their own mark," says Lexier. "Why do you think graffiti is so 
popular?"
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